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CHARACTER NAME

Davroar
Druid 6
CLASS & LEVEL

Hermit
BACKGROUND

Human
RACE

Medium
SIZE

Neutral Good
ALIGNMENT

/ 23000
EXPERIENCE POINTS

STRENGTH

+0
11

DEXTERITY

+0
10

CONSTITUTION

+3
16

INTELLIGENCE

+0
10

WISDOM

+4
18

CHARISMA

+2
14

INSPIRATION

+0 Strength
+0 Dexterity
+3 Constitution
+3 Intelligence
+7 Wisdom
+2 Charisma

SAVING THROWS

SKILLS

+0 Acrobatics ( )Dex

+7 Animal Handlin ( )Wis

+0 Arcana ( )Int

+0 Athletics ( )Str

+2 Deception ( )Cha

+0 History ( )Int

+4 Insight ( )Wis

+2 Intimidation ( )Cha

+0 Investigation ( )Int

+7 Medicine ( )Wis

+3 Nature ( )Int

+4 Perception ( )Wis

+2 Performance ( )Cha

+2 Persuasion ( )Cha

+3 Religion ( )Int

+0 Sleight of Hand( )Dex

+0 Stealth ( )Dex

+4 Survival ( )Wis

CONDITIONS

Blinded Charmed
Deafened Frightened
Grappled Incapacitated
Invisible Paralyzed
Petrified Poisoned
Prone Restrained
Stunned Unconscious

EXHAUSTION

12
ARMOR
CLASS

+0
INITIATIVE

30
SPEED

/6d8

HIT DICE

Short rest
Long rest

REST

44
HP

+ 0

-Ma 0

1
SUCCESSES

FAILURES

DEATH SAVES

condense

OFFENSE 10 lb

AMMO 5 lb

condense
UTILITY 0 lb

Dagger.
Dagger (Thrown).
Quarterstaff.
Quarterstaff (Versatile).
Sling.

Daggers2 Sling bullets40

      

Wisdom

ABILITY

15

SAVE DC

+7

ATTACK

9

KNOWN

0

PREPARED

filters prepared ritual no concentration V S M reaction bonus action longer cantrips 1 2 3 4 5
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0 Cantrips
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I am utterly serene, even in the face of disaster.

PERSONALITY TRAITS

My gifts are to be shared by all, not used for my own benefit

IDEALS

I'm still seeking the enlightenment I pursued in my seclusion, and it still eludes me.

BONDS

I'd risk too much to uncover a lost bit of knowledge.

FLAWS

MODIFIERS
.

condense

CLASS FEATURES

Druidic. You know Druidic, the secret language of druids. You can speak the language and use
it to leave hidden messages. You and others who know this language automatically spot such a
message. Others spot the message’s presence with a successful DC 15 Wisdom (Perception)
check but can’t decipher it without magic.
Wild Shape ( /2, Short or Long rest). You can use your action to magically assume the
shape of a beast that you have seen before. You can transform into any beast that has a
challenge rating of 1/2 or lower false. 
You can stay in a beast shape for [[2[half your druid level (rounded down)]]] hours. You then
revert to your normal form unless you expend another use of this feature. You can revert to
your normal form earlier by using a bonus action on your turn. You automatically revert if you
fall unconscious, drop to 0 hit points, or die. 
While you are transformed, the following rules apply: 
•Your game statistics are replaced by the statistics of the beast, but you retain your alignment,
personality, and Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma scores. You also retain all of your skill and
saving throw proficiencies, in addition to gaining those of the creature. If the creature has the
same proficiency as you and the bonus in its stat block is higher than yours, use the creature’s
bonus instead of yours. If the creature has any legendary or lair actions, you can’t use them. 
•When you transform, you assume the beast’s hit points and Hit Dice. When you revert to your
normal form, you return to the number of hit points you had before you transformed. However, if
you revert as a result of dropping to 0 hit points, any excess damage carries over to your
normal form. For example, if you take 10 damage in animal form and have only 1 hit point left,
you revert and take 9 damage. As long as the excess damage doesn’t reduce your normal form
to 0 hit points, you aren’t knocked unconscious. 
•You can’t cast spells, and your ability to speak or take any action that requires hands is limited
to the capabilities of your beast form. Transforming doesn’t break your concentration on a spell
you’ve already cast, however, or prevent you from taking actions that are part of a spell, such
as call lightning, that you’ve already cast. 
•You retain the benefit of any features from your class, race, or other source and can use them
if the new form is physically capable of doing so. However, you can’t use any of your special
senses, such as darkvision, unless your new form also has that sense. 
•You choose whether your equipment falls to the ground in your space, merges into your new
form, or is worn by it. Worn equipment functions as normal, but the GM decides whether it is
practical for the new form to wear a piece of equipment, based on the creature’s shape and
size. Your equipment doesn’t change size or shape to match the new form, and any equipment
that the new form can’t wear must either fall to the ground or merge with it. Equipment that
merges with the form has no effect until you leave the form.
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Proficiencies. Armor: Light armor, medium
armor, shields (druids will not wear armor or
use shields made of metal) 
Weapons: Clubs, daggers, darts, javelins,
maces, quarterstaffs, scimitars, sickles,
slings, spears 
Tools: Herbalism kit
Languages. Common, Dwarvish, Druidic

OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES SPELLS
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condense

ARMOR 12 lb

180.70 value
8.5 lb

condense

EQUIPMENT 26 lb

165
330

55
110 62 lb

WEIGHT

Hide Armor. AC 12. 

CP 0

SP 267

EP 0

GP 154

PP 0

Bedroll. 
Explorer’s Pack. 
Map or scroll case. 
Ink ( /, Manual). 
Ink pen ( ). 
Parchment ( ). 
Chalk ( ). 
Candle ( ). 
Torch ( ). 
Climber’s kit ( ). 
Druidic Focus. 
Waterproof satchel. 

Carrying capacity
Push, Drag, or Lift

Encumbered
Heavily Encumbered

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

Jeweled Silver Goblet (60 GP) 
Druid of the Circle of the Moon 
At Lvl 6 can change into a beast up to CR 2 
Have Primal strike "your attacks in beast form count as magical for the purpose of overcoming 
resistance and immunity to non-magical weapons"

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

Male
GENDER

17
AGE

5'-5"
HEIGHT

160 lbs
WEIGHT

Blue                      
EYES

White/light tan
SKIN

Long black
HAIR

APPEARANCE

Raised up in the remote lands of Narfell, his mother and father are of the nomadic Horthgroth 
barbarian tribe.  The youngest of three (with two older sisters), at the age of six he contracts a 
lingering fatal disease that the tribe has seen before.  The clan leader orders Davroar to be 
mercifully killed, much to the grief of his mother and father that loved their only son.  The clans 
medicine man puts Davroar into a drugged induced sleep, and laid upon a funeral brier only to 
suddenly have a torrential ice-cold rain storm put a stop to the ritual.  After the storm has 
passed, his family finds Davroar still alive, cured of the disease, yet badly scarred (back of 
chest, shoulders and upper arms) from the flames.  Taken as a sign of the gods to let him live, 
Davroar grows up under his fathers tutelage as a hunter and also as the tribes merchant to sell 
their goods to travelling merchant caravans.  On this thirteenth year, at the trade fair of 
Bildoobaris,Davroar meets Talaan, a powerful well-known druid of the Old Faith.  Talaan easily 
recognizes natures touch upon Davroar's soul.  It takes some time convincing his mother and 
father of Davroar's potential, but at the end of the fair, Talaan leaves with Davroar to begin his 
training.  Travelling west with Talaan, Davroar is taught much over a single year.  At their final 
parting, he is left to commune with nature. His travels eventually lead him to the Sword Coast.
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